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Timetable, Economy, and Event Markers; 
Timetable Indicator
The timetable records the progress of the game. It 
shows the current level of technology, ships, and action
markers, which levels of factories have become 
obsolete, and the current game round (decade).
The event marker column contains the event markers.
The end of game event is placed in the row of the last
game round (in the Spinning Jenny version of the game,
it is placed face up on the 1790 space, and in the Water 
Frame version, it is placed face down on the 1810 
space). This is the only event marker used in the 
Spinning Jenny version. In the Water Frame version,
event markers are placed face down on all spaces. The
bureaucracy event is randomly placed among the first
three events, which must be placed on the 1770, 1780,
and 1790 spaces. The event marker for 1800 is randomly
determined. The back of the event markers reminds
players to pay workers on ships (also called ship crews)
as well as warehouse workers at the end of the decade.

The timetable indicator is placed on the space that 
corresponds to the current game round (decade) and
the current cycle. The symbols on the game board are 
immediately implemented in the Spinning Jenny version
of the game: the importers' appeal indicator will be 
advanced one space and two workers will be returned
to the job market.

In Water Frame, the spaces in the rows 1770-1810 are

covered with economy markers, which will be turned
face up and implemented at the start of a cycle.

Job Market and Workers
Each worker that is taken from the job market and 
placed in a factory generates demand in England as a
goods symbol has been revealed. Wages, indicated
next to the lowest unoccupied space, will increase as
more workers are employed.

Newly hired workers are always taken in 'reading direc-
tion' from the job market, i.e. always from the upper-
most row that still contains a worker and within a row 
always from left to right. Fired workers are not returned
to the job market; instead, they are placed on the fired
workers space. If workers are returned from the fired
workers space to the job market, they are returned in
the reverse direction. Unnumbered spaces are used for
workers, but they do not generate demand.

If a player wants to or has to take workers but there are
no workers in the job market, he may take workers
from the fired workers space as an exception. If there
aren't any workers in that space either, no workers can
be hired.

1.1 Game Board
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If there aren't enough workers for a ship's crew, this
ship may not be taken using the special marker additional
action.
The numbers on the spaces of the job market indicate
how many goods of this kind can currently be sold in
England.

Market Share

Using the respective indicators, the market share table 
indicates the ability of the different companies to sell
the various goods (appeal). Quality, distribution and 
price are factored together when calculating appeal.
Quality and distribution increase sales opportunities
and price lowers the appeal. The appeal indicator is 
always adjusted according to the formula 'quality of the
factory + quality marker + distribution - price'. Only 
these factors may be changed as a result of an action. It
is not possible to move the appeal indicator on its own
and influence these factors in return. Whoever has the
highest appeal sells first! If there is scarce demand for 
a kind of goods, items with lower appeal might not be
sold.
Appeal also limits the amount of goods that can be
sold. Even if demand is very high, it is not possible to
sell unappealing goods (because they are too expensive
or of low quality). A player who has the patron develop-
ment tile may sell one item regardless of the market
share table.
The player whose goods are the single most attractive
during a sale will increase his share value (move the
share value indicator one space in addition to the 

general movement for sold goods).
The importers´ appeal indicators start on the '0' space.
These indicators are advanced as indicated on the time-
table (Spinning Jenny version of the game) or the 
economy markers (Water Frame version of the game).
The importers' indicators are generally not moved back-
wards (exception: the navigation acts event).

Administration
The action markers are placed on the administration 
table. To conduct an action, a player has to place an 
action marker on his column of the administration table
and pay the corresponding costs. The costs are indi-
cated at both ends of the row on which the marker has
been placed. If a player wants to use a marker again
that has already been placed, he has to pay an addition-
al fee of £2 (exception: the administrator development
tile). This additional fee may not be used for the action.
Administrative costs have to be paid, even if the action
is of limited use. Administrative costs can influence the 
effectiveness of an action (quality increases, distributi-
on activities, purchase machines). Costs may also occur
in addition to the administrative costs of the action. A
player can place a marker from his own supply onto
empty spaces of his column. At the end of the game 
round (decade), all of the players' markers placed on
the administration table are returned to their supply
(this includes the advanced action markers that were 
obtained via the special marker additional action).
In Water Frame, the accountant development tile 

red produces 
the most appealing

clothes and may 
sell them first

administration table

blue player pays £6 
on this space



provides the opportunity to adjust the administration
costs. After the bureaucracy event has occurred, it is
not possible to use the £2 space unless the player acqui-
res an administrator. The workshop development tile 
facilitates the purchase of machines and the engineer
facilitates increasing quality.

Share Value Track
The share value track shows the current value of each
player's shares. The share value indicator is always 
moved along the blue spaces. All movement mentioned
in the rules refers to movement on the blue spaces.

The actual value is indicated by the space under the blue
spaces. To increase the share value from its original value
of £10, the indicator has to be moved two blue spaces.
After a value of £20 has been reached, the indicator has
to be moved three spaces (until the maximum value of
£30 has been reached). The indicator can never advance
beyond space 60 or fall below space 1. Any further move-
ments are ignored.

As long as the marker is on one of the first 10 spaces, 
shares are bought at a price of £10 (indicated in red). 
Selling shares while the indicator is on these spaces 
generates the price indicated on the beige space.

The share value increases in the production phase as
long as a player has sold at least one goods token (one
space) or several goods tokens (two spaces). Having the
most appealing goods or selling the most goods tokens
generates one additional space each. The share value
falls when ships are used (one space per ship) and if 
shares had to be sold in an emergency sale because the
player did not have enough cash (the number of spaces
equals the first digit of the space's number; the loss of
spaces is applied per sold share).

Selling or purchasing shares regularly as part of the stock
exchange action has no effect on the share value.
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Examples of how the administrative costs are used in interaction with the accountant, 
the workshop, the engineer, patent, and the administrator

action marker

(2nd use) (2nd use) (2nd use)

space on the adminis- 10 10 4 10 10 10 8 8
tration table

additional fee without --- +2 --- --- +2 --- --- +2
the administrator

accountant -2 -2 -1 no no +2 --- ---
accountant accountant

engineer --- --- --- --- --- --- 12 12 
(free (free

choice) choice)

actually paid amount £8 £10 £3 £10 £12 £12 £12 £14

workshop --- --- +3 +3 +3 --- --- ---

patent (permanent) without +2 --- --- --- --- --- ---
patent

amount that can 7 9 6 = 2 13 = 3 13 = 3 12 = 2 12 = 2 12 = 2
be used machines machines machines levels levels levels

The shares are 
valued at £16 
on space 22



Players may select special action markers placed on this
mat if they conduct the special marker additional action.
The side of the mat that is used depends on the version
of the game the players play. The markers in the first
row are available at the start of the game. Additional
markers become available during the course of the game.
The timetable indicator on the left (level/decade) indi-
cates which markers may be taken. This corresponds to
the information on the timetable of the game board. It
is possible to take markers from an earlier level.

The grey stock exchange markers are only used in the
Spinning Jenny version. The grey production markers
are only used in the Water Frame version.

In two player games, two sets of light and dark grey dis-
tribution, machinery, and quality (and production in Water
Frame) action markers are removed from the game 
during setup. In three player games, only one set of
light and dark grey action markers is removed. 
At the start of a Spinning Jenny game, each player choo-
ses one light grey action marker from a randomly set up
display; in Water Frame, ships are also available on the
display. Their capacity depends on the development 
level.
Ships are placed according to their capacity on the 
corresponding spaces (two player games use only ships
with capacity 2). Action markers are randomly drawn

during setup and subsequently placed on the spaces.
They are separated in light and dark grey markers. 
Spaces marked 'X' always remain empty.
Since there are more advanced action markers than 
there are spaces, every game will see a different 
combination of markers accessible to the players.
In Water Frame, the inventor development tile offers a
player the opportunity (for a fee) to take a marker of
the next level before it becomes available to the other
players.

Each player’s factory mat shows the information for
the up to four factories each player may operate. A
player may operate one factory for each kind of goods.
To build, modernize or close a factory, a player has to
choose the factory action and activate the marker on
the administration table.
In the Spinning Jenny version, a factory can – at the
most – have the level currently indicated on the 

1.2 Mat for 
Special Markers and Ships

1.3 Factory Mat and Markers
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timetable. In Water Frame, the inventor provides the 
opportunity to have a factory of the next higher level. 
A factory can become obsolete if its level is listed on
the corresponding column of the timetable. This can
repeatedly happen in the Water Frame version.

The costs for building a factory or modernizing one to a
higher level correspond to the base quality of the
goods produced in this factory. The value is indicated in
the upper right corner of the respective marker. The 
level I food factory costs £8. Modernizing it to level II
would cost £10. The corresponding factory marker is 
placed on the respective space on the factory mat.

Higher levels increase the effectiveness of factories. At
level I, a food factory requires all three production rows
to produce four goods. At level II, two production rows
produce four goods. The factory marker and column on
the right side of each production row show how many
goods are produced.

For a production row to produce goods, a worker must
be present for each         symbol, and a worker or a 
machine must be present for each         symbol. At first,
only workers can be hired. Machines can never be directly
purchased; they always replace existing workers.
When building a new factory, a player takes as many
workers from the job market as are required to fill the
first production row. Factories are immediately 
operational.
Hint: only in the preparation phase, the first two
production rows are filled with workers.

All other workers have to be hired as part of the 
workers action. Production rows are always filled in 
ascending order. It is not possible to produce just in
row #2 or in rows #1 and #3. 

Each factory is always linked to its corresponding price

indicator on the price scale. This indicator shows the
price a player receives for each goods token sold during
the production and sale phase. This price may only be
adjusted as part of the corresponding additional action –
not while selling. A price may never be set in a manner
that the appeal of the goods would be less than zero
(appeal is determined according to the formula quality +
distribution - price).

Factories of the active kind of goods always produce
during the production phase. In Water Frame, it is 
possible to start an additional production of goods by
playing the production action. As part of each produc-
tion, the wages have to be paid and machines have to
be maintained. In each production phase, goods are
sold first before the actual production costs have to be
paid.

Unsold goods may be stored on the price scale in the
Spinning Jenny version. In Water Frame, it is necessary
to have the small warehouse or to open the large wa-
rehouse. The space to the left of the factory markers in-
dicates the fixed price goods may be sold for during a
warehouse sale (as part of the stock exchange action).

Quality Markers
In a factory, the quality marker shows that the quality
of the goods produced in that factory has been 
increased beyond the factory's base quality. Quality 

represents advances in
production methods, 
better raw material 
suppliers, and higher 
degrees of purity due to
cleanliness, hygiene, etc.

When playing a quality action, the action marker deter-
mines how many levels the quality marker of the player
may be raised. For each level, any of the player's quality
markers may be set at a level of '+1' or increased by '+1.'
The maximum value is always '+4.' In Water Frame, the
engineer development tile offers the opportunity to 
raise the value to '+6.'

Improvements in quality increase the appeal of goods
and thereby the chances to sell
more goods or increase their
price.

Quality is never lost
unless the 
factory is 
closed.
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Distribution markers
The distribution markers indicate the structure of 
distribution for the respective kind of goods. 
Today this would be called marketing or advertising.
This is an abstract number to represent the network of

salesmen, the success of
word-of-mouth recommenda-
tions, well-placed newspaper
articles about the produced
goods, etc.

The distribution action marker determines – in conjunc-
tion with the actually paid administrative costs – how
effective the distribution activities are. First, the player
determines how much of the administrative costs can
be used. Next, they are distributed among the various
factories. Each increase of distribution activities consists
of turning an already placed marker or placing a new
marker.

The costs of each individual increase depend on the 
distribution value that the marker will reach. To place a
new distribution marker, a player only has to pay 
administrative costs of £1. A maximum of '+ 4' can be
obtained. In Water Frame, the patent development tile
increases the amount that can be used to increase
distribution by +2, free of charge. If a player returns the
tile to the supply, he may instead use it to increase his
distribution markers by two levels regardless of how 
expensive these increases would be. The sales 
opportunities (appeal) of goods increases according 
to the number indicated on the marker.

Distribution differs from quality in that quality has a
long-term effect. Distribution can be improved faster,
but it is only short-term because distribution decreases
after each production phase by one level. To remain at
the same level, distribution activities must be repeated
often whereas raising quality is a permanent (but more
difficult) improvement of sales opportunities.

This mat is only used in the Water Frame version. It 
shows the large warehouse, the piers for ships and
their crews, and the track for current contracts.

Large warehouse 
The large warehouse offers room for goods when
enough workers are correctly placed. These must be 
hired from the job market (as part of the workers
action). They may not be hired during the production
phase. If there is not enough storage room, the goods

produced are forfeit at the end of the production and
sale phase. In contrast to the Spinning Jenny version,
players may not store any goods without a warehouse.
Each worker permits the use of all spaces in either his
row or column. Therefore, a worker in the clothes 
column gives the opportunity to store one clothes 
token in each of the five spaces.

Placing a worker in the first row permits storage of
three goods tokens of each kind. The second row 
allows storing an additional two tokens of each kind of
goods. The capabilities of the workers are added: if 
there is a worker in the column and a worker in the row
of a space, it is possible to store two tokens on that
space. The workers in a warehouse are paid at the end
of the game round (even in the last game round) and
may only be fired at this point. They may not be fired 
like factory workers as part of the workers action.

The small warehouse is available in the Water Frame 
version. A player can move tokens from the small 
warehouse to the large warehouse and vice versa at any
time.

The goods tokens in the common supply are universal.
As soon as they are used, they represent a certain kind of
goods and keep this status until they are returned to the
common supply. It is therefore important to place the
goods tokens with great care on the correct spaces of
the warehouse. It is also necessary to associate them with
a factory if the small warehouse is used by placing them
on the rightmost space of factory’s price scale.

1.4 Harbor Mat (Warehouse/Contracts)
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Piers for Ships and the Space for Crews
A player receives ships as a result of the special marker
additional action. Ships are placed on piers. Each player
may own a maximum of two ships. Next to the piers
there is a space for the crews of ships. Further details
concerning ships and crews may be found in section 1.5.

Current Contracts Track
This track indicates the number of contracts entered by
a player. A player has a set of markers to indicate his
contracts.

Contracts have to be fulfilled in their entirety. It is not
possible to service them partially. If a contract cannot
be serviced, it rises and, as a consequence, it is even
more difficult to be fulfilled. At the end of the game, 
unfulfilled contracts lower a player's share value. 
Contracts are voluntarily fulfilled at the end of the 
production phase or as part of the ship action.

In fulfilling contracts at the end of the production 
phase, several ships may be used to reach the required
capacity. Only the ship placed on the administration 
table may be used to fulfill contracts as part of the ship
action. However, if there is enough capacity, several
contracts may be fulfilled at the same time. In any case,
the share value indicator must be moved back one 
space for each ship used.
A player receives proceeds equalling the building costs
of his factory (base quality of the factory) in £s for each
goods token shipped in this manner. The owner of an
office receives an additional £5 to the total received.
Ships may be used even if their capacity exceeds the
amount required. However, it is not possible to 

transport more goods than the capacity of the ships
used. Ships are immediately at a player's disposal after
he has used them. Ships on the administration table
may also be used during the production and sale phase.

Several markers are discussed in connection with other
game components (e.g. distribution, quality, factories,
current contracts).

Action Markers
The action markers permit one main and one additional 
action. A player may pass on the main and/or additional
action, but it is not possible to pass entirely! Each player
receives a set of action markers in his color at the start
of the game. During the course of the game, players 
receive further action markers as a result of the special
marker additional action. In the 1760 preparation round,
there are advanced action markers available to players
during the stock exchange action.

1.5 Markers
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To conduct an action, a marker is placed on the adminis-
tration table. The administrative costs must be paid
(see section 1.1). Using the same marker again in the 
same game round requires an additional payment of £2
(exception: administrator).
The production and ship action (only used in Water Frame)
are not provided as colored markers. They are only 
available as advanced grey markers. The light grey stock
exchange marker is only available in the Spinning Jenny
version.

Ships
Ship action markers are only available in Water Frame.
Ships may be placed like action markers or used during
the production and sale phase.

Ships may only be purchased by conducting the special
marker additional action. The two piers show that each
player may have a maximum of two ships at the same 
time. If you want to take a third ship, you will have to 
return one of the ships already in place. The new ship
must have a higher capacity than the one returned!

Even a ship placed on the administration table uses up a
pier on the mat (as her home port). For ships of capaci-
ty 4 or higher, a player must place a worker from the job
market as crew on his harbor mat. These workers have to
be paid during the event phase and may only be fired
immediately after having been paid. They may not be 
fired as part of the regular workers action. They also
must be paid at the end of the last game round! 

After paying them, as many ships as desired may be 
returned to the common supply. Workers depicted on
these ships are also removed from the harbor mat and
placed on the fired workers space. Goods may only be
shipped if there is a corresponding contract in place.

Share Markers
At all times, players may see how many shares each
player owns. Each player can own up to 30 shares.

At the start of the game, each player receives 15 shares,
but he has to sell some of these shares to the bank to

raise his startup capital and pay for his initial factories.
In Spinning Jenny, 5 shares are sold and in Water Frame,

each player decides how many shares
he wants to sell. In Spinning Jenny,
players also receive an additional £20
as startup capital.

Several tokens are also used to indicate other aspects
of gameplay. This section will only discuss the primary
function of the wooden tokens.

Workers

Workers are always either on the job market and the 
fired workers space, or they work for a player as factory
workers, warehouse workers, or as crew members of a
ship. Workers receive a wage varying between £2 and
£5. They do not generate any demand while they are on
the job market. Once they are hired, they have a job
and buy goods, which causes demand to increase. To
reflect this, spaces containing depictions of goods are
uncovered in the job market.

Workers are placed on the fired workers space if they
are replaced by machines or fired by a player. Economy
markers cause workers to return to the job market.
The number of workers is limited to the amount of 
tokens in the game.

Machines

Machines replace workers and each require only £1 as
operating costs at all times. However, there are jobs
that cannot be done by machines.
If there is only a worker symbol in a space of a produc-
tion row, a machine cannot be used to fill that spot. In
addition, machines may not immediately be placed in a
factory: a worker has to be on a space and then can be
replaced by a machine. The number of machines in the
game is unlimited. In the rare case that all factory 
tokens are used, players should use replacement 
material.

1.6 Wooden Components
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Goods Tokens
Goods to-
kens repre-
sent the
produced
goods. As
long as they
are in the
common
supply, they

do not represent a specific kind of goods. Only when
they enter the game do they represent a certain kind of
goods.
Initially, they are required for the production phase during
the sale. As stored goods, they may only be placed on
the price scale of the factory (in Spinning Jenny, or using
the small warehouse in Water Frame) or in the large 
warehouse in Water Frame. Players should be extremely
careful in placing the goods tokens on the correct 
spaces in order to ensure that the tokens represent 
the correct kind of goods.

Goods tokens are unlimited. In the rare case that all
goods tokens are used, players are free to use any kind
of replacement material.

Goods may never be bought. They enter the game only
when produced in players' factories.

Start Player Token
The start player token indicates the
first player in the current cycle. At the
end of a cycle, the token is passed to
the player to the left of the start 
player. At the end of a game round,

the player whose portfolio has the lowest value 
determines the start player for the next game turn.

In Water Frame, a player can discard the charisma 
development tile to determine the start player. This is 
possible at the end of a cycle as well as at the end of 
a game round.

The Importer's Appeal Indicators
These indi-
cators show
the appeal
of the 
(fictitious)
goods 
offered by
importers
on the 

market share table. At the start of the game, they have

a value of '0' and advance during the course of the 
game as indicated on the game board or the economy
markers.

Timetable Indicator
One indicator is placed on
the timetable of the 
gameboard and shows
the current game round
and cycle; the other 
marker is placed on the
corresponding level of the special markers mat in order
to show which special markers may be taken by players.

Player Tokens

The price indicators, share value indicator, and the 
appeal indicators of the players are described in other
sections.

Bills are available in values of £1, £2, £5, £10, £20 and £50.
It is always possible to change bills. A player may keep his
cash at hand hidden. As an exception to this, all players
have to reveal the amount of cash they own when 
determining the start player depends on this information.

If a player doesn't have enough cash to conduct the 
desired action, he must conduct an emergency sale of
shares and, if necessary, take out a loan. The amount of

1.7 Bills
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cash at hand does not limit the players options!
At the start of a Spinning Jenny game, each player 
receives £20. In Water Frame, players do not receive 
any cash as startup capital. 
The 15 shares that are in the bank's possession at the
start of the game represent the bank pre-financing the
preparations for building the first factories.

Development tiles modify single aspects of the game or
provide special capabilities. They allow for and facilitate
crafting an individual strategy. Players receive develop-
ment tiles as part of the special marker additional action.
Development tiles are not available in the Spinning Jenny
version.
Each player may only have one tile granting the same
function. Patrons for different kinds of goods count as 
different tiles. Additionally, players may own, at most,
four tiles. If a player takes a fifth tile, he must immediate-
ly return a tile to the supply. This tile is available again to
all players during their respective additional action.

The charisma tile and one inventor are always in the 
game. The other tiles available are randomly determi-
ned. The number of additional tiles depend on the 
number of players: 26 (four players), 19 (three players),
or 12 (two players). Therefore, there are 7 tiles per 
player in a game.

Note: We recommend that you use the predetermined
set up for the first few games.

All development tiles are immediately available at the
start of the game. They do not – in contrast to advanced
action markers and ships – depend on the timetable 
indicator to enter the game.

The star         symbol indicates that the tile is returned to
the common supply after its indicated function has been
used.

The Function of the Development Tiles:
The number next to the name indicates the number of
this particular tile in Arkwright.

Agent in the Colonies (2x)
When fulfilling a contract,
the owner of the agent
in the colonies tile
may raise or 
lower the number of
goods required to

fulfill the contract by one. The modified
number of goods is taken into account for
capacity of ships and goods tokens, as well as
all other advantages and disadvantages. The
agent may be used several times as part of the
same action.

Broker (2x)
The broker has two functions.
The broker provides the opportunity to con-
duct a shortened stock exchange action at the

end of the decade. After the
event has been executed, the
player using the broker may
sell stored goods at the fixed
base price. In addition, he may
buy or sell shares. The broker

does not offer the opportunity to buy contracts and
does not offer an additional action. If there are several
brokers in a game, their actions are resolved in clockwise
fashion beginning with the start player.

The broker may also be used when a player is able to
conduct the special marker additional action. The player
may pass on the additional action and return the broker
to the supply. Next, he may purchase up to 2 shares at
half their value. If the player purchases two shares, he
pays the current share value to the bank. If he wants to
buy only one share he pays half of the current share 
value (rounded up). The broker may not be used during
or after the end of game event.

Accountant (3x)
If a player owns the accoun-
tant tile, he may raise or 
lower the administrative
costs by up to £2 when 
placing his action markers on
the administration table.

Thus, he may place the workers action marker in the £2
row (if this row is not blocked by the bureaucracy
event) and pay £0 in administrative costs.

The actual amount paid for administrative costs deter-
mines the effectiveness of the action. If a player places
the distribution max 7 action marker in the £6 row and
pays only £5 using the accountant, he may only use £5

1.8 Development Tiles
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to increase the distribution in his factories. It is also
possible to place a marker in the £6 row, then pay and
use £7 in administrative costs.

The limits of the action markers still apply. The accoun-
tant does not permit using the distribution max 7
marker on the £6 space, then paying and using £8 in
administrative costs. The additional fees for reusing a
marker that is already on the administration table
must be paid even with an accountant.

Charisma (1x)
The owner of the charisma tile receives a 
bonus advance on the share value track if 
he is tied with another player or the neutral

importer when determining
who sold the most goods or
had the most appealing goods
during the production phase.

Additionally, the player may determine the new start 
player when the first player changes either at the end of
a cycle or a game round. In doing so, the player must 
return the charisma tile. He has to indicate this before
the player with the least valued portfolio has announ-
ced the new start player. To avoid miscommunication,
the player who may announce the new start player
should ask the owner of the charisma tile whether he
wants to use it. 
If the start player has been determined by the use of
the charisma tile, neither the new start player nor the
previous owner of the tile may take it during their next
action. As a reminder, a share of each of these two 
players (taken from the bank) is placed on the tile. 
After the next move of the respective player, the share
is removed from the tile and returned to the bank. The
shares will also be returned to the supply if another
player takes the charisma tile.

Developer (3x)
The developer lowers the costs of building or
modernizing a factory by £5. At the conclu-
sion of the factory action, the tile has to be

returned to the supply if the
developer has been used in at
least one factory. A developer
may be used only once for
each factory as part of the
factory action. If the same

factory is to be modernized several times as part of
the same action, all subsequent levels will have to be
paid in their entirety at their current price. The devel-
oper may be used in all four factories as part of the 

same action. The developer may not be used to 
modernize a factory beyond the current level.

Example: In the 1810 decade, factories of level III may be
built. Marion possesses the developer and conducts the
following factory action:

Inventor (2x; may be used several times)
The inventor offers the 
opportunity to build a 
factory or take an advanced 
action marker or ship at a 
level higher than the current
one. However, this will be at

an increased price. Immediately, when the inventor
has been chosen, the player must pay £5 to the bank. 
After using it for the first time, he may decide whether
he wants to return the inventor to the supply or pay
£10 to the bank in order to keep the inventor and use
him a second time. After using the inventor for a 
second time, he must pay £15 (and after the third time
£20) in order to keep him. To keep track of usage, the
player places a goods token on the inventor tile each 
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Modernizing the food factory up to
the current level of three costs £12.
Since she has the developer, Marion
pays only £7.

Modernizing the clothes factory
from level I to level II costs £11.
Using the developer, Marion pays
only £6. She immediately modernizes
a factory up to level III, but Marion
pays the regular price of £13 despite
the developer. Marion may not skip
any levels and she may use the 
developer only once per factory per
action.

Building a new factory of level III
costs £16 but, thanks to the 
developer, Marion pays only £11.

Modernizing the factory from 
current level III up to the next level
of IV costs Marion the full price
even if she possesses the developer.
To modernize beyond the current
level, she needs to have the
inventor tile!



time the inventor is used.
After having used the inventor for a fourth time, the 
tile must be returned to the common supply. The next
player to take the inventor pays £5 for the first use.

Taking a special marker and modernizing a single 
factory beyond the current level (regardless of whether
this factory has been modernized several times as part
of the same action) counts as one use of the inventor.

Combining the effects of the inventor and developer tiles:
If a player modernizes the factory beyond the current
level, he has to pay the full costs – the developer does
not lower the costs of a future level! The inventor
allows the modernization of existing factories to a 
future level, not building new factories at a future level.
To acquire a new factory of a future level, the player
must first build a new factory of the current level (the
price for doing this may be lowered with the developer)
and only after that, the factory may be modernized to a
future level (but still as part of the same action).

Extra Shifts (3x)
At any time during the production phase, a
player owning the extra shifts tile may 
increase a factory's production by one goods

token. Afterwards, the tile is
returned to the supply.

A player is allwed to use the
extra shifts when he is called
to take a goods token from

the job market, but his regular production capacity is 
already exhausted. Also, a player is able to use the tile
when one further goods token is needed for a contract
when shipping the active goods in the production pha-
se.

The extra shifts tile may be used during the production
action in order to produce an additional goods token.
Extra shifts cannot be used during the ship action.

Engineer (2x)
As long as a player possesses
the engineer tile, the upper 
limit for raising quality is +6
instead of +4. This applies to
all of his factories and as long
as he owns the engineer. 

Levels 5 and 6 are on the back of the quality markers.

The engineer is only required when a factory's quality is
raised to level 5 or 6. Even if the engineer is discarded,
the player keeps the obtained levels. Further increases

to level 5 or 6 are not possible without the engineer.

Additionally, the engineer allows the player to choose
the administrative costs during the quality action. For
example, the player may place his colored quality action
marker on the £4 space and pay £12 to purchase two 
levels of quality. He may put the quality action marker
on the £10 space and pay only £6 in order to obtain one
level of quality.

Small Warehouse (2x)
The small warehouse allows a
player to store a maximum of
5 goods tokens without 
having to hire workers for the
large warehouse. The small
warehouse doesn't cost any-

thing and functions without workers.

As in the Spinning Jenny version, goods to be stored are
placed on the price scale of the corresponding factory.
At all times it is possible to move goods from the small
warehouse to the large warehouse (harbor mat) and 
vice versa. To ensure that goods tokens do not switch
to a different kind, each player must notify which goods
tokens are moving.

The small warehouse may always store further goods;
however, any goods tokens in excess of 5 are lost 
without receiving any compensation unless they can 
be moved to the large warehouse. When a player has
more than 5 goods, he may choose whether a new or
an already stored goods token is lost.

Office (2x)
The owner of the office tile
receives an extra £5 when-
ever he fulfills at least one
contract, either by shipping
during the production phase
or as part of the ship action.

During the ship action, the additional proceeds are paid
out only once even if several contracts are fulfilled at
the same time. The additional proceeds are also paid
out only once during the production phase even if the
player uses two ships. Thematicaly, the additional 
proceeds are obtained on the return voyage by bring-
ing important news and goods from the colonies like
tea, silk, etc.

A ship has to be used in order to receive these addition-
al proceeds. If a ship is not used during the production
phase, it is not possible to conduct an 'empty trip' to
gain the additional proceeds granted by the office.
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Engineering works (2x)
The owner of the engineering
works receives £1 from the
bank for each machine
purchased by another player.
These proceeds do not 
depend on what the other

player actually pays for each machine. Example: The
owner of the engineering works receives £2 from the
bank if another player purchases two machines.

The owner of the engineering works will not receive any
money from the bank for machines he purchases 
himself. In this case, if another player owns the second 
engineering works, the other player will receive money.

Patent (2x)
A patent is a great marketing tool. The patent
can only be used as part of the distribution
action – not at any other time during the course 

of the game. It can be used in
two different ways during the
distribution action. The player
may use one of the two 
options.

Option one: If the player has a patent, he may add £2 to
the actually paid administrative costs, free of charge.
This money can be used to advance the distribution
marker. First, factor in the accountant, then the limit of
the action marker, and finally the effects of the patent
are added.

Example: Marion places the distribution max 7 action
marker on the £10 space of the administration table.
With the accountant, she pays only £8. The effects of the
administrative costs are limited by the action marker to
£7. Finally, the patent raises this amount to £9 that can be
used for distribution activities.

Option two: The player returns the patent to the 
common supply in order to gain a one-time increase 
of the action's effectiveness.

To do this, the distribution action is conducted according
to the administrative costs. The player may increase his
distribution marker by two further levels without 
having to pay anything. He may raise the marker of one
factory by two levels or the markers of two factories by
one level each. The kind of levels and the type of 
factories affected do not matter. Of course, the most
effective use is to raise two factories with distribution
markers of level 3 at the same time to reach level 4 
twice without paying any money. The upper limit of 
level 4 for each distribution marker is still in place.

The patent may also be used if a player did not increase
any distribution marker as part of the distribution action.
Example: The paid administrative costs were not high
enough or the player did not pay anything because of
the accountant. Using one of the two patent options,
the player would be able to increase distribution.

School (2x)
School has two functions. The
owner of the school tile may
reallocate workers he fired as
part of the machinery action
to another production row. It
is possible to move them to a

different factory or to the warehouse. The player may
choose how many workers, replaced by machines, he
wants to place on the fired workers space and how
many he wants to move to other spaces in his factories.
The player may not move other workers or hire new
ones. It is possible to place workers in a production row
even if not all places in that production row are occu-
pied. In this case, the production row will not produce.
It is also possible to place workers in production row 4
of a level I factory, although this row will not produce
any goods. This makes sense if a player intends to 
modernize the factory before the factory produces
goods again.

A player must pay his workers in his active factory even
if that row does not produce anything. When a produc-
tion row is not completely filled, the player must still
pay for these workers. For example, if a new produc-
tion row needs three workers, and the player is able to
reallocate two workers from purchasing two machines,
he must still conduct a workers action or a further ma-
chinery action (in conjunction with the school) in order
to produce goods in this production row during the
next production phase.
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It is not possible to conduct any kind of 'chain displace-
ment,' i.e. replacing a worker that has already been 
placed on a new space (because of the school) with a
machine as part of the same action. To avoid any 
miscommunication, the fired workers should be placed
next to the factory mat and only after the conclusion of
the actual machinery action should the workers be 
placed on empty spaces. (See example to the right.)

Additionally, the school offers the opportunity to shut
down the highest operating production row of a factory
during the production phase. In this case, there are no
costs for workers and machines in this production row
– of course, the player will not receive any goods from
the shut down production row. This is on-
ly possible if no goods from this pro-
duction row have 
been used.

Example:
Marion's food 
factory has three 
operating 
production 
rows with three 
workers 
and three 
machines.
She recognizes that she will not be able
to sell the goods produced in the third production row
because demand is not high enough. She announces that
she will shut down this 
production row. Later, she only pays the wages and 
operating costs for workers and machines in the first two
rows. To indicate this, she turns the school 90° until the
wages have been paid.

Patron (1x per kind of goods)

The patron receives goods regardless of the demand
generated at the job market. A space on the market
share table is not required for a patron. If a player has
sold three goods due to demand in England and his
goods have an appeal of three, he may sell a fourth
goods token to the patron. The patron always pays the
price of the player's price scale. Of course, the player
needs four goods from his current production and/or 

Example: Marion owns the school and conducts the 
machinery action: 
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Marion replaces one worker from each of the first
two production rows of her food factory with a ma-
chine. She places the workers next to the factory in
order to open the third production row.

If Marion had been allowed to place a third machine,
she could not have used it to replace a worker in the
currently still empty third production row. This 
machine would have to be used in a different factory.

After Marion has placed all machines, she places the
workers on the factory mat and opens the third 
production row. She can do so instead of moving the
workers to the fired workers space because she 
possesses the school tile.





his warehouse. It is not obligatory to use the patron. If a
player cannot or does not want to sell any goods to the
patron, he will not suffer any disadvantages.

Goods sold to a patron count as regularly sold goods.
These goods therefore count for the share value increase
of +1 or +2 for selling at least one or two goods. They
are also taken into account when determining who sold
the most goods.

Administrator (2x)
The administrator allows the
player to use the £2 row of
the administration table even
if the event bureaucracy is in
place. Also, the player does
not have to pay an additional

fee if he uses a marker that has already been placed on
the administration chart.
If the event bureaucracy is in place and the player 
discards the administrator because he has reached the
upper limit of four development tiles, the £2 space is 
immediately blocked. An action marker that has been
placed in that spot may be used again during the course
of the round. In this case, the additional fee for using it,
however, is £4 instead of £2.

Foreman (3x)
If a player takes the foreman
tile, he has to immediately 
determine in which factory
the foreman will work. The 
foreman's effects apply only
to this particular factory. To

indicate this, a goods token is placed on the factory
symbol on the mat. When wages are paid in this 
factory, they are lowered by £2 each for up to 4 
workers. The player may move the foreman to a differ-
ent factory if he passes on the special marker additional
action. The goods token placed on the factory is then
moved to any other factory. The foreman may thus
work in several factories during the same game round.

Nobody works free of charge even if there is a foreman!
In the rare case that the regular wage is only £2, each
worker is still paid a minimum wage of £1 despite the fo-
reman being in place.

Combining the effects of workshop and foreman:
If a player owns both the workshop and the foreman and
both tiles are used in different factories, the foreman and
the workshop have to be placed on the development 
tile spaces that correspond to the order of factories
(e.g. the workshop is placed on space one if it is used in

the food factory and the foreman on space four if he
works in the lamp factory).

Workshop (3x)
The workshop tile facilitates
the purchase of 
new machines and their 
maintenance. Conducting the
machinery action, the player
adds £3 to the actually paid

administrative costs, free of charge. This higher amount
(administrative costs +£3) is used to purchase 
machines. The number of machines that may be
purchased is still limited by the action marker and 
the total administrative costs.

Any modifications because of the accountant develop-
ment tile will be calculated beforehand. The workshop
raises the amount of the effective administrative costs
that can be used. The fee for reusing an already placed
action marker does not apply towards the total 
administrative costs.

Example: Marion uses the advanced machinery action 
marker 2/5/10 and places it on the £4 space. She owns the
accountant and decides to pay only £2 of administrative
costs to the bank. Because of the workshop, she may now
use £5 to buy machines. She takes two machines from the
supply and places them in her factories.

Only using the workshop, a player may purchase a
third machine when he uses his colored action 
marker. In this case, he pays £10 of administrative
costs and, with the additional £3 granted by the work-
shop, he has reached the third value of the machinery
marker 3/6/13.

The owner of the workshop pays only £1 as operating
costs per factory regardless of the number of machines
operating in this factory. When a player picks the
workshop, he immediately places a goods token on the
factory that will enjoy the lowered operating costs.

The workshop function 'lower operating costs' can be
transferred to another factory if a player passes on the
special marker additional action. He moves the goods
token placed on the current factory to any other 
factory. In this way, the workshop may affect several
factories in the same game round.

Combining the effects of workshop and foreman:
If a player owns both the workshop and the foreman and
both tiles are used in different factories, the foreman and
the workshop have to be placed on the development 
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tile spaces that correspond to the order of factories
(e.g. the workshop is placed on space one if it is used in
the food factory and the foreman on space four if he
works in the lamp factory).

Event markers represent historical events that happened
between 1750 and 1840 and reflect the influence these
events had on the English economy. Each event affects
all players. If not all aspects of the event can be executed,
all possible effects are put in place. The other effects
are skipped. Generally speaking, all effects of an event
must be applied before the game may continue. 
The Spinning Jenny version does not use any event 
markers. Only the end of game marker is placed face up
on the event space of the 1790s decade as a reminder. 

In Water Frame, event markers are placed face down
on the rightmost column of the timetable:
The end of game marker is placed face down at the end
of the 1810 decade. The bureaucracy marker and two
other randomly drawn markers are shuffled. These
three markers are placed face down at the end of the
1770, 1780, 1790 decades. All other markers are shuffled
and one of them is placed face down at the end of the
1800 decade. The other markers will not be used in the
game and are returned to the box.

The reverse side of the markers reminds the players
that before the event takes place, all ship crews and 
warehouse workers have to be paid.

Those who want a more varying turn of events can add
further event markers for each decade between 1760 in
1800. These markers are randomly drawn and placed on
top of the markers already in place. At the end of each
decade, an additional event takes place (exception
1810). Ship crews and warehouse workers have to be
paid only once (and not at all in 1760).
The broker affects the game only after the events have
taken place and offers the owner the opportunity to
sell goods in warehouses and to trade shares.

The Function of the Event Markers:

Bureaucracy: Blocking the £2 space on the 
Administration Table

The increasing size of the 
companies requires more 
administration and rising
costs. The entire £2 row of the
administration table is blocked
for the remainder of the 

game. As a reminder, a goods token is placed on each
space in the row.
If a player owns the accountant, he may return the
goods token to the supply. If a player discards the
accountant, he must block the space again. In
such a case, an action marker 
already placed on the £2 space may 
only be used again for an additional £4 
(instead of £2) during this decade.
The bureaucracy marker is shuffled together with
two other markers at the start of the 
game and placed face down on one of the 
spaces of the 1770 - 1790 decades. As soon as
it is revealed, it remains valid and stays
in place till the end of the game.

Hamburg Credit Crisis: 
Each Player Loses 10% of his
Cash

Hamburg's 
currency is based
on silver. Due to
slow sales of goods
and a recession in the
USA, too many 

creditors want to receive silver, which causes a
breakdown of the entire system. All parts of
the economy are thrown into a crisis. Many
companies even outside of Germany lose a lot
of money or, even worse, suffer bankruptcy.

Each player counts his cash and announces the amount
he has. Afterwards, everyone pays 10% of this amount
to the bank (rounded up).

Example: Marion has £27 of cash and loses £3. Harold
pays £9 to the bank because he has £94 cash. Angelica has
only £4 and thus doesn't lose any money because of the
crisis.

War on the Continent: +1

Napoleon devastates conti-
nental Europe and tries to
bring England to her knees,
implementing the continen-
tal system. England, how-
ever, unlocks new markets in

territories not controlled by Napoleon and ends up 
stronger than the countries that are part of the 
continental system.
In each factory, each player raises the distribution 

1.9 Event Markers
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marker by one level (or places a new one at level 1) and
raises the price on the corresponding price scale by £1.
If a factory has already reached level 4, the price 
indicator will also not be raised. The event doesn't 
affect this factory.

Since appeal and price rise at the same time, the appeal
indicator does not have to be adjusted on the market
share table. After the production and sale phase, the
distribution value and thus the appeal are lowered by
one. The price may, however, only be adjusted by 
conducting the corresponding additional action.

Crown Jubilee: Each player sells 1       extra
next turn (same as Patron)

King George celebrates his 
crown jubilee. The celebra-
tions boost the economy to
new levels.
During the upcoming decade,
each player may sell one 

additional goods token (as to a patron). The marker is 
placed face up on the event marker of the next game
round.

This additional sale may also consist of the same kind of
goods that was sold to a patron. When and which kind
of goods is sold due to the Jubilee is decided by each
player. It is a regular sale - the goods have to be 
produced regularly or have to be taken
from the warehouse. The goods are sold
for their regular price according to the
price scale, and the sale affects the 
share value.

To indicate the option of selling an 
additional goods token, a token is 
placed on each column of the 
administration table above the £10 row. 
As soon as the player uses this opportunity
to sell an additional goods token during this
decade, the token above his row is 
removed.

At the end of the next decade, the 
opportunity to sell an additional goods 
token is lost. Any remaining goods tokens on the
administration table are removed. The Crown Jubilee
event marker is returned to the box and the next event
takes place.

Lobby: Each player +1   
The companies become better
at pushing through their 
interests and obtaining 
privileges.

The start player begins and 
takes any special marker (ship, advanced action 
marker, development tile). The other players follow in
clockwise fashion. Only markers of the current level are
available. It is still the 'old' decade!

Using the inventor, a player may take a ship or an action
marker of the next level.

'Made in England': Each player + 2 
The law that each product has
to indicate its place of origin is
supposed to strengthen the do-
mestic economy. Later on, how-
ever, goods made in Germany -
originally considered to be of
lower quality - gain more and more popularity.

Beginning with the start player, each player may take a 
level of distribution, raising an existing 
marker by one or placing a new one of +1.
This is done twice. Therefore, each player ob-
tains two levels of distribution without any
cost. The players decide which factories will
be affected. They may distribute these le-
vels among two different factories. If a

player has raised all markers to the 
maximum of +4, he does not receive 
any further advantage.
After raising the marker, a player adjusts
the corresponding appeal indicator on

the market share table. Adjusting
the price is not possible - to do
so, the price adjustment addi-
tional action is required.

Luddism: each factory – 1
Artisans

and un-
happy workers

destroy machines because they
fear these machines will de-
stroy their jobs.
Beginning with the start player and proceeding in clock-
wise order, each player must remove one machine from
one of his factories (returning it to the common supply).
The machine is replaced by a worker from the fired
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workers space (not from the job market). This proce-
dure is repeated until all players have replaced one 
machine with a worker in all of their factories. If a 
player has done so already for all of his factories, he 
is skipped over. If there are not enough workers in the
fired workers space, additional workers will be taken
from the job market. If there are not enough workers
on the job market, the event will only be executed until
all workers are placed in factories.

Navigation Acts: Next Game Round per         -2
The navigation acts limit 
imports. Importers, however,
found ways to circumvent 
these laws.

All importers are moved back
two spaces in the next game round (never below the
'0' space). The event marker is placed face up on the
event of the next game round. If the timetable indica-
tor reaches this event space, all importers are advanced
again by two spaces (including from the '0' space). The
marker is returned to the box.

Opium War: Next Game Round

English traders smuggled opium
on a grand scale to obtain 
silver. The Chinese emperor
took measures against this 
illegal opium trade. This caused
uncertainty in the shipping 
trade, the loss of merchantmen, and eventually lead to
the Opium Wars.
The event marker is placed face up next to the event
marker of the next game round and is in effect through-
out the upcoming game round. The capacity of all ships
is lowered by 1. If a player wants to ship four goods, he
may not do so using a 4 capacity ship because this
ship's capacity has been lowered to 3 for this game 
round.
At the end of the next round, each player loses a ship of
his choice, i.e. he has to discard a ship after paying for
ship crews. As usual the ship marker is returned to the
special markers mat and the corresponding number of
workers is moved to the fired workers space on the 
game board. The Opium War marker is removed from
the game. If a player does not own a ship, he is not 
affected by this event.

Example: In the preceding turn, the Opium War event
took place. Marion owns a 4 capacity and a 6 capacity
ship. During the production phase, she may ship a 

maximum of 8 goods because her ships have a capacity of
3 and 5 during this round. She decides to discard the 6 
capacity ship at the end of the game round because she 
intends to ship very few goods during the next game 
round. She pays both crews their wages and discards 2
workers and the 6 capacity ship. Now, the event for the
current game round takes place.

Opium War should not be used in a two player game.

Recession: each share price -2
The economy overheats 
repeatedly and workers are 
fired en masse. Companies 
lose value or, even worse, go
bankrupt.

Each player moves his share value indicator two spaces
back – however, not below '0.' Additional spaces are
forfeit.

Royal Society:

The Royal Society  promotes
'progress' and
grants price 
money
and subsi-
dies.

Each player receives cash from the
bank. A player receives £4 per level in
his most advanced factory and £2 for
each of his development tiles.

Example: Marion has a level I
food factory, a level II 
clothes factory, and a level II
lamp factory. She 
receives £8 (the highest de-
velopment level of her fac-
tories (II) multiplied by £4). In
addition, she owns the development
tiles 
engineer, patent, and foreman. She 
receives an additional £6 for these 
markers. Altogether, Marion receives 
£14 from the bank.
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Social Unrest: 

Workers live in dreadful condi-
tions and wages stagnate. This
kind of pauperism causes 
unrest.

Each player must pay £1 for
each worker in his factories and on the harbor mat.

End of the Game
This marker is placed on the
predetermined space. It is
placed face up on the 1790
space in the Spinning Jenny
version. In Water Frame, it is
placed face down on the 1810

space.
If the timetable indicator reaches the end of the game,
each player may conduct an abridged stock exchange
action (conducting a warehouse sale and buying shares).
The broker may not be used during or after this event.

Threat of Strike: 
next game turn wages + £1 per

Workers are unhappy with
their labor conditions and 
have to be pacified with 
additional payments. Job 
protection laws (against child
labor and lowering the risk of

accidents) cause additional costs.
Each worker's wage is raised by £1 during the next 
decade. As a reminder, the event marker is placed face
up on the event marker of the next decade. A goods
token is also placed next to the indicated wages on
the job market.
As soon as the timetable indicator reaches the event
space, the threat of strike event marker is returned to
the box and the goods tokens are removed from the
job market. Afterwards, the next event takes place.

World Exhibition: 

The world exhibition fires up
the economy.
Four workers are removed
from the job market and 
returned to the box. They are
not used for the remainder of
the game even if the fired workers space should be
empty and an event or economy marker would require

further workers to be placed on the job market. If there
are not enough workers in the job market, further 
workers will be taken from the fired workers space. 
If there are not enough workers on that space either,
the remainder is forfeit.

Economic Crisis:

Demand collapses. 
Five workers are immediately
moved from the fired workers
space to the job market. If
there are not enough workers
on the fired workers space, 

the remainder is forfeit.

PLEASE DO NOT READ THIS IF yOU WANT 
TO DISCOVER THE VARIOUS STRATEGIES OF 
ARKWRIGHT ON yOUR OWN!

Arkwright offers many different possibilities to be 
successful, in particular in the Water Frame version. 
Since success depends on two factors (number of 
shares and share value) it is possible to focus on one of
these factors and advancing the other one later on, or,
as an alternative, to focus equally on both factors right
from the start. At the end of the game, an equal distri-
bution among the two factors is mathematically seen
the most effective (20 x 20 = 400 is more than 15 x 25 =
375). Accordingly it is important to keep an eye on both 
factors. All too often and especially during the first few
games, the share value develops rather well and shares
become too expensive and it becomes increasingly 
difficult to purchase shares from the bank at the end of
the game. Whoever buys shares while they are not 
highly valued during the course of the game or makes
profits that harm the share value has an advantage.
Every game will develop along different lines because
the distribution of the development tiles and advanced
action markers is different from game to game. It is 
highly recommended to consider the options resulting
from this when you develop your strategy.

It is always advisable though to pay attention to the
turn order. Whoever is 'last', i.e. conducts the last 
action before the active kind of goods is produced, has
a huge advantage because nobody can respond to his
actions. He can recognize precisely how he may sell all
of his goods at the best possible price or which distribu-
tion activities allow him to reach the highest possible
appeal in order to receive a bonus advance for having 

2. Strategy Tips
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the highest appeal on the market share table. The player
who may determine the start player should aim for
being last in those cycles in which his most important
factories produce the active kind of goods. The start
player though has the advantage to be the first to have
access to those newly available action markers (and
ships) that are the most interesting.

Generally speaking, it is a good idea to pay attention to
the actions of the other players and react to what they
do. If there are already two other players who concen-
trate on ships, it might be profitable to focus more on
England. If there is a market that is not serviced by any
player, it will be profitable to become active in this 
market. If too many other players are active in the same
market, it might be advisable to close a factory in order
to avoid unnecessary losses.

In many situations it is possible to plan your own move
in advance in order to avoid unnecessary delays in the
game. Short-term decisions do not often require exces-
sively long thinking if you are certain about the overall
aims of your company.

Some of the more general strategies for Water Frame
(played by four players) are presented in the following
paragraphs – without making any claims of being ex-
haustive or guarantees of success. The general princi-
ples also apply to the Spinning Jenny version.

The number of recommended factories refers to those
factories on which a player focuses more or less intensely.
It might be advantageous to open a further factory and
produce and sell just 1 or 2 goods, for example using
the patron. This allows to increase the share value 
without caring too much about this factory.

The specialist focuses on two factories, expands them
with machines and also increases the quality and distri-
bution of these factories.  He achieves many bonus
points for having the most appealing goods and selling
the most goods. In addition, such a player makes a
handsome profit which allows him to buy plenty of 
shares until the end of the game. During each decade,
the specialist should advance at least six spaces on the
share value track. At the end of the game, he should try
to have more than 20 shares in his portfolio.

The specialist hardly uses ships and contracts (only
perhaps towards the end of the game). He often focuses
on minimizing costs in at least one of his factories by
using as many machines as possible.

Recommended number of factories: 2
Important special markers: advanced actions quality,
distribution, production; development tiles patent, 
engineer, charisma, inventor

The ship owner (also called friend of the company or
ship player) focuses on contracts and shipping of goods
in order to earn as much cash as possible early on. Thus,
he may purchase many shares before their value increases.
Increasing the share value is not his focus for the first
part of the game. In contrast it is almost counter-
productive.

Sales in England are initially avoided by the ship owner.
In any case, he must have enough storage space and be
able to cause overproduction on occasion in order to
ship more goods. He will frequently conduct the stock
exchange action in order to place new contracts.

Until the middle of the game, he should have obtained
25 shares in order to increase his share value during the
subsequent turns of the game.

This strategy requires a lot of planning. Cash might run
short, especially during the first decade. It is therefore
advisable to sell one share too many than one share too
few. Since the share value is not supposed to rise during
the first half of the game, shares may be bought back
quickly as soon as profits become regular. The stock
exchange action will often be chosen to purchase 
shares in addition to obtaining new contracts.

The shipowner requires the inventor in order to have
ships of high-capacity and the most modern factories.
Recommended number of factories: 3
Important special markers: ships, advanced action pro-
duction; development tiles agent in the colonies, office,
administrator, inventor

It is the aim of the completist to operate all four factories.
In this manner, he achieves a steady rise of his share 
value. He also remains flexible and can quickly decide
which kind of goods offers the best opportunities to
make a profit. The completist can purchase shares 
during the course of the game before they become too
expensive.

The completist often owns a ship and waits for a 
contract in case one market collapses and he is 
required to store goods and sell them elsewhere.

2.1 The Specialist

2.2 The Shipowner

2.3 The Completist
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His share value should advance by 8 to 10 spaces each
round in order to reach the maximum share value at the
end of the game. By then he should have purchased
more than 15 shares.
He should be flexible in regards to the position of the
start player. He will need to understand which active
goods for which he will be 'the last player.' Thus he can
lay claim to the most appealing goods and the most
goods sold without spending too much effort.

Recommended number factories: 4
Important special markers: advanced action marker 
machinery; development tiles school, foreman, developer,
patron (perhaps several patrons)

A player who wants to succeed in England as well as
conduct business with the East India Company has to
plan especially well. His aim should be to operate three
factories during the course of the game. He can produce
a little for the English market in order to increase the
share value. At the same time contracts and ships
should be ready in order to make handsome profits to
be able to purchase shares at the end of the game. He
may rely less on ships and focus on raising the share 
value towards the end of the game. The player should
aim for a share value of 20 and a portfolio containing
more than 20 shares.

Recommended number of factories: 3
Important special markers: ships; development tiles 
accountant, small warehouse, agent in the colonies, 
developer

The following game variants will enhance the strategic
and tactical decision making in Arkwright. 

The Spinning Mule variant provides players with more
gameplay depth than Spinning Jenny but does not 
contain all aspects of Water Frame. Spinning Mule is 
named after a machine that unified some features of
the Spinning Jenny and Water Frame machines. 

Spinning Mule is designed to be played in the two hour 
timeframe of Spinning Jenny. This variant introduces
the players to development tiles, economy markers,
and events. These elements may be used individually or
in any combination. However, we recommend at least
implementing the development tiles.

In this variant, all rules for Spinning Jenny apply with
the following amendments:

Preparation Round 1760
The light grey stock exchange advanced action markers
are removed from the game and put back in the box.
The other advanced action markers (quality, distribu-
tion, and machinery) are placed face up on the Spinning
Jenny side of the special markers mat, respective of the
number of players. 

NOTE: the stock exchange space on the timetable will
not contain any light grey advanced action markers, as
all advanced action markers have been placed on the
special markers mat.

Development Tiles
Place the following development tiles face up next to
the special markers mat:
2-Players:
charisma, engineering works, workshop, foreman, extra
shifts, patron – lamps, patron – clothes, developer,
accountant, broker

3-Players (in addition):
patron – cutlery, workshop, foreman, broker, extra shifts

4-Players (in addition):
patron – food, engineering works, foreman, accountant,
developer

During phase V of the 1760 preparation round, players
may choose to take a light grey advanced action marker
or one of the available development tiles.

Players may take any available development tile in lieu
of a grey advanced action marker when conducting the
take special marker additional action (workers, stock
exchange, machinery). All development tiles are imme-
diately available at the start of the game. For all details
regarding development tiles, see 1.8.

Alternative development tiles include school, patent, 
engineer, and administrator. The other development 
tiles are not suitable for this variant.

Economy Markers
Take the following five economy markers for each type
of goods: importer 1 / worker 1 = 1/1;  1/2;  1/3;  0/2;  2/2.
Shuffle these economy markers face down and place
three markers of each type on their respective column
of the timetable. Place the remaining economy markers
in the box without revealing the front side.

2.4 The Flexible Player

3. Game Variants

3.1 Spinning Mule
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During the economy phase, the start player reveals the
economy marker that is located on the space of the 
timetable indicator. He advances the neutral importer
marker on the market share table in the column of the
active goods as many spaces as depicted on the 
economy marker. Additionally, he transfers as many
workers from the fired workers space to the job market
as depicted on the marker.

Event Markers
The End of Game event marker is placed face up on the
event space of the 1790s decade. The following event
markers are suffled face down and two are placed face
down on the event spaces of the 1770 and 1780 decade:
World Exhibition, Lobby, Threat of Strike, Made in 
England

Alternative event markers include Luddism and Crown
Jubilee. The other event markers are not applicable out-
side Water Frame.

Early in the 19th century, a new type of machine was 
invented: the Self-Actor. It became the first completely
automatic working machine. This variant to Arkwright is
named Self-Actor as a dedication to this new master-
piece of technology. 

The Self-Actor variant introduces several new elements:
new event marker, bonus markers, award markers, new
action maker, and new development tiles. These new
elements may be used individually or in any 
combination.

In this variant, all rules for Water Frame apply with the
following amendments:

Event Marker – Steam Power (1x)
During the 1760 preparation round, shuffle the new
steam power event marker together with the other
markers, keeping the specific rules for bureaucracy and
end of game. If the event is revealed, players must pay
for modernizing their machines and ships. Each player
pays £1 per machine in their factories and £1 per capaci-
ty of their ships.

Example: Uli has a total of 5 machines in his factories. He
also has a ship of capacity 4 and a ship of capacity 2. He
must pay £11 to the bank.

Bonus Markers – Shipping and Home Market
(2 markers per player)
There are 8 total bonus markers, 2 for each player (one

shipping bonus marker and one home market bonus
marker). The bonus markers indicate each player’s 
personal record of goods delivered via shipping and
sold to the home market in England. The two bonus
markers for each player are placed on space 1 of the
share value track. 

When a player delivers goods to the colonies via his
ship (either through the ship action or during the pro-
duction phase), he checks if a new personal record has
been achieved. If the player has delivered a higher 
number of goods than before, he moves his shipping
bonus marker to the respective space on the share 
value track.

Example: Marion used a ship of capacity 6 to fulfill her
contract for 4 bread. Her shipping bonus maker is on 
space 2, as she had previously shipped 2 goods. Because
Marion has achieved a new personal shipping record of
shipping 4 goods, she moves her shipping bonus marker
to space 4 on the share value track.

NOTE: It does not matter what type of good is shipped
or the number of ships used. Only the quantity of goods
shipped applies to the shipping bonus marker.

When a player fulfills demand to the home market in
England, he checks if a new personal record has been
achieved. If the player has sold a higher number of
goods in England than before, he moves his home mar-
ket bonus marker to the respective space on the share
value track.

Example: Marion has sold 6 cutlery to England, 5 to the
demand on the job market and 1 to his patron. Her home
market bonus marker, currently on space 5, is moved to
space 6.

NOTE: The type of goods sold does not matter. Only
the quantity of goods sold applies to the home market
bonus marker.

Bonus markers can reach a maximum of space 10 on the
share value track. Additional spaces are lost. Bonus
markers never move backwards because they indicate a
player’s personal best performance, not the player’s la-
test performance. During end game scoring, each play-
er multiplies the value of both of their bonus markers
and adds this result to their total value.

Example: Marion has 24 shares valued at £23 per share for
a total value of £552. Her bonus markers are on space 7
(home market) and space 4 (shipping). Marion adds £28
to her regular score of £552 for a grand total of £580.

3.2 Self-Actor

23
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Award Markers – Competition (2x)
The award markers are given to the first player to reach
two different milestones in Arkwright.

Place the share value competition award marker on spa-
ce 25 of the share value track. Place the shipping compe-
tition award marker on the special markers mat near
the ships or on space 6 of the share value track, if using
the bonus markers module.

Share Value Competition Award Marker
The first player to advance his share value indicator on
or past space 25 of the share value track receives one of
his shares from the bank and the share value competiti-
on award marker. If more than one player reaches spa-
ce 25 in the same phase, the player with the highest
share value after conducting the full phase (including
shipping) receives the share and award marker. If there
is still a tie, all tied players may buy one of their shares
immediately at half price (rounded up). In this case, the
award marker is removed from the game. 

The owner of the share value competition award marker
can discard the award marker to avoid moving his share
value indicator backwards due to an emergency share
sale. The award marker is then removed from the 
game.

Shipping Competition Award Marker
The first player to deliver 6 or more goods via ship re-
ceives the shipping competition award marker and ad-
vances his share value indicator 2 spaces on the share
value track. If more than one player can ship 6 or more
goods at the same time, the player that ships the most
goods will receive the award. If there is still a tie, all tied
players advance their share value indicator by 1 space.
In this case, the award marker is removed from the 
game. 

The owner of the shipping competition award marker
may discard the award marker to avoid increasing one
of his unfulfilled contracts. The award marker is then 
removed from the game.

Action Marker – Reorganization
(1 marker per player)
Conducting the reorganization action allows the player
to take both additional actions (take special marker and
price adjustment) while forgoing the main action. 

Each player receives a reorganization marker that is
used in the same way as the other action markers. The
marker is placed in the player’s supply with the light 
colored side face up.

When using the reorganization marker, the player does
not have to pay any administration costs. The use of
this marker is free of charge regardless of the space
used in the administration table. 

The light colored side of the action marker allows the
player to conduct the take special marker and price ad-
justment additional action. The price adjustment may
be conducted in only one of the player’s factories. 
When action markers are returned to the players at the
end of a round, any player that used their reorganizati-
on action marker flips it to the dark colored side. After
the 1790 decade, all players flip their markers to the
dark colored side regardless if their marker has been
used.

The dark colored side of the marker allows the player to
take one special marker and conduct price adjustments
in all of his factories.

Development Tiles (11x)
Place the charisma and one inventor development tile
aside. Shuffle the new development tiles together with
the tiles from the regular game and draw the usual
number of tiles per the Water Frame rules.

Harbormaster (2x)
Similar to the foreman, the harbormaster tile reduces
wages for a player’s workers, but only for workers on
their harbor mat (ship crews and workers in the ware-
house). When wages have to be paid to workers on the
harbor mat, the wages are lowered for up to 4 workers
by £2 each. In the rare case that the regular wage is only
£2, each worker is still paid a minimum wage of £1.

Investor (2x)
The owner of the investor tile receives £8 from the bank
each time he waives the additional action (take special
marker or price adjustment) granted by the 
selected action marker.

NOTE: when waiving the price adjustment additional 
action, the player has to waive the additional action in
total. If the player adjusts price in one factory, but 
refrains from doing so in one or more other factories,
the investor cannot be used to gain £8 from the bank 
as this is not regarded as waiving the additional action.

Supervisory Board (1x)
When another player returns a special marker to the
common supply (development tile or ship), the owner
of the supervisory board allows the player to immedi-
ately take the special marker being returned by the
other player (and only this marker), even though it is 
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not his turn. The supervisory board is returned to the
common supply. The active player may not take the 
supervisory board tile in his current turn.  

Loadmaster (2x)
The owner of the loadmaster tile may increase the 
capacity of each of his ships by one. In this way, the 
owner can balance the effect of the Opium War event.
The player does not need any additional ship crew
members for the loadmaster.

Wealth of Nations (2x)
The administration table has an additional space of £0
for the owner of the wealth of nations tile. The player
may place an action marker on the £0 row and there-
fore pay no regular administration costs. He may 
benefit from an accountant to pay £1 or £2 admini-
stration costs for use during the main action. 

If the bureaucracy event is in place, the £2 space on the
administration table is still blocked, but the player may
still use the £0 space. If the player returns the wealth 
of nations tile back to the common supply, any action 
marker already on the £0 space remains in place. In this
case, reusing an action marker on this space incurs an 
additional fee of £4 instead of £2.

Manager (2x)
With the manager, a player is able to change the addi-
tional action of his action marker. After each of his main
actions, the player may take the other additional action.
If the current action marker allows for a price adjust-
ment, the player may take a special marker instead. If
the action marker allows the player to take a special
marker, he may conduct a price adjustment. 

NOTE: Price adjustment is only allowed in factories
where the main action had an effect. If the player 
conducted a stock exchange action, he may choose
any one factory to adjust price.

Example: After conducting the quality action, Marion 
takes a special marker (ship) instead of adjusting price.
Later, Marion conducts the workers action and hires wor-
kers to her bread and cutlery factories. She decides to use
the manager to adjust the price in both of these factories.

Combining the effects of the manager and reorganiza-
tion action marker:
If the player has the manager and uses the light colored
side of his reorganization action marker, he may waive
the take special marker additional action and conduct
price adjustments in 2 of his factories. The player is not
allowed to waive a price adjustment to take more than

one special marker. 

This variant is intended for experienced players only.
The Stock Exchange variant allows players to purchase
the shares of other players in order to benefit from the 
success of their increasing share value. 

Players will keep full control over their companies 
during the entire game. A player cannot acquire the 
power to rule over another company and interfere 
with the decisions made by the owners of the other
companies. Essentially, the shares of other companies
that are purchased are non-voting shares. Incidentally,
a player cannot achieve an improvement to his final
score from shares of other players.

Players do not trade shares between themselves – only
from the bank, with one exception: a player can
repurchase his own shares from other players if he has
already purchased all of his shares from the bank. 

Purchasing and selling shares does not have any impact
on the share value.

In this variant, all rules for Water Frame apply with the
following amendments:

Setup
The usual setup procedure is conducted. A player can
purchase other player’s shares during the 1760 prepara-
tion round, up to a limit of 5 shares per each other 
player. The rules for purchasing shares apply as 
described below.

Purchasing Shares
Purchasing Own Shares
The stock exchange action is used to purchase shares 
of a player’s own company. The player must purchase
shares from the bank, as long as the bank has shares of
his company available. If the bank does not have any of
his shares, he may choose any player that owns shares
of his company. This other player must sell these shares
to him at the current price indicated on the share value
track. The chosen player cannot refuse the trade.

Purchasing Shares of Other Companies
During the stock exchange action, a player may also
purchase shares of the other player’s companies from
the bank. He pays the bank the price indicated on the
share value track and places the corresponding number
of shares in his display.

3.3 Stock Exchange



The bank will pay a bonus to companies that have their
shares purchased by other players in the amount of £1
per £5 of share value. The bank only pays this bonus
when shares of other companies are purchased from
the bank.

Example: The Red player purchases 4 of the Green play-
er’s shares that have a value of £14 per share. Red pays
£56 to the bank and takes 4 Green share markers. The
bank pays £2 per share as a bonus to the green player, £8
in total.NOTE: A player may not use the broker to
purchase shares of another company at half price. Ho-
wever, it is possible to use the broker to purchase sha-
res of other comapnies during the end of round phase.

Selling Shares
When a player sells shares that he owns of other com-
panies during the stock exchange action, the bank pays
the current share value of the respective companies.
It is not possible for a player to sell shares that he
purchased during the same action. Also, a player may
not purchase shares of a company that he sold during
the same action. NOTE: A player may use the broker to
sell shares of  another company during the end of the
decade.

During an emergency share sale, a player may sell sha-
res of another company. The bank pays him the value
of the other player’s company, but he still must reduce
his share value indicator. The reduction in share value is
evaluated using the share value of the company’s share
value of which he sold shares.

Example: Red sells 2 shares of Green to the bank as an
emergency share sale. Green’s share value indicator is on
space 38 and has a value of £23. Red’s share value indica-
tor is on space 29 and has a value of £20. The bank pays
Red £46 for the sold shares. Red’s share value indicator is
reduced 6 spaces in total, 3 for each Green share sold. 
Red’s share value indicator is now on space 23 and has a
value of £17. Red could have sold 2 of their own shares
but would have received only £40 and a reduction of 4
spaces on the share value track.

End of Game Event
The procedure for the End of Game event is as follows:

1. Temporarily reduce share value for open contracts
and remaining workers on a factory for applicable
companies

2. All players sell their shares of the other companies
3. Remove temporary reduction in share value for 

applicable companies in Step 1
4. All players purchase shares of their own company

5. Reduce share value for open contracts and 
remaining workers on a factory

6. Evaluate final score and winner

The detailed procedure for the End of Game event 
is as follows:

1. All players with open contracts place their stock
exchange action marker on the space of their 
share value indicator.

2. Reduce the share value for open contracts and 
workers remaining on a factory marker by moving
the share value indicator (the stock exchange 
action marker remains in place).

3. All players sell shares they own from the other 
companies at the rate shown by the share value 
indicator.

4. All players buy their own shares from the bank. 
The players with open contracts pay the price as 
shown by their stock exchange action marker.

5. Remove the stock exchange action markers and 
evaluate the final scores.

6. Players evaluate the value of their company and 
the player with the highest value is the winner.

Example: Red has 4 shares of Green at the end of the 
game. Green’s share value indicator is currently on space
46 and has a value of £26. Because Green has open con-
tracts for 4 cutlery and for 4 lamps, Green’s share value is
reduced 8 spaces to space 38. Green’s shares now have a
value of £23 per share. Red receives only £92 from the
bank for their 4 shares of Green (4 x £23). If Green didn’t
have any remaining open contracts, Red would have 
received £104 for their 4 shares of Green. When players
purchase their own shares, Green will purchase his shares
at £26 per share.

The designer would like to thank all testers, espe-
cially his wife  Heike, Malte Meinecke, Gero Mulkau, 
Thomas Gartner, Wilfried Meinecke, Volker Wichert,
Christian Kusber, Christian Zerrath, Robert Rudolph,
Annegret Willenbrink, Wolfgang Stief, Klara de 
Santis, Uwe Hilgert and the gaming clubs in Salzgitter,
Braunschweig and Bödefeld.
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The Value of a Company
Each space is the arithmetic product of number of shares and current share value
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